
UPCOMING EVENTS 

All athletes face pressure in sport -- pressure to win, pressure to

perform, pressure to have proper fitness levels, and so much

more. The art of resilience and mastering one 's emotions comes

from learning how to handle pressure and use it as a positive

force toward higher levels of success.

An athlete 's level of personal confidence plays a critical role in

handling pressure, because mastering our ability to trust our

skills, which increases our confidence level, will allow us to not

just survive, but thrive under pressure and win all matches,

especially the close ones.  

Increased confidence derives from two main sources;

competence and preparedness. Competence in sports refers to

one’s knowledge of rules, tactics, and techniques necessary to

succeed.  Preparedness in sport refers to one’s ability to

execute skills, tactics, and make decisions under pressure. As a

coach, I spend hours designing curriculums, practices, and

periodization plans.. Through intentional curriculum design, I

ensure athletes within our program feel competent in their base

knowledge and the “why” and “how” to execute technical and

tactical skills. I strengthen the athletes sense of preparedness

by incorporating weekly and daily “pressure cooker” moments

into practice. These moments of intentional high-stress and

challenge are meant to simulate situations where athletes must

learn to rely on their developed skill set to perform at peak

levels. Below you’ll find some simple steps to get you started in

creating “pressure cooker” moments in your own club!

 It is critical to build an environment where athletes feel safe,

valued, and supported regardless of performance results.

Coaches must create a safe space that includes mental,

physical, and socio-emotional safety from day one. This is

done by defining expectations of behavior and

communication, how a team defines success, and how

coaches and teammates will support and develop together

over the course of the season. It is important to implement a

growth mindset and goal-setting philosophy in training while

encouraging athletes to reach beyond their skill level and

improving errors along the way. As a coach, continue to

develop your skills and incorporate mental reframing skills by

asking athletes to share how a situation they are facing could

be looked at from a different perspective.
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 REDUCE FEAR1.

 As coaches, we need to prepare our athletes adequately to

deal with high-pressure and high-stakes situations with the

proper coping and response tools. Just as you would start a

season with basic skills like  stance and motion, head and

hand positioning, and penetration steps, you must also start

mental skills training with the basics: positivity,

determination, competitiveness, persistence, critical

thinking, and passion. I encourage you to start and finish

your practices with short, intentional activities that

reinforce positive mindset framing and reframing. Practice

positive mental framing  by asking athletes how they

improved in training, to identify three qualities they possess

that make them an asset to the team, or share five things

they are grateful for.  You can incorporate persistence and

determination mindset training by having athletes

recognize their peers’ effort and attitude in post practice

shout outs. Coaches can reinforce passion while fostering a

love of sport by asking athletes to share why they enjoy the

sport and being a teammate. An easy way to practice critical

thinking is by incorporating autonomy for athletes. Athletes

who are encouraged to take ownership of themselves and

their decisions tend to make better choices because they

have practiced it. Another way to incorporate critical

thinking is by using team building problem solving

scenarios.

2.  BUILD THE TOOLBOX 



Trust in sports is critical and trust-building cannot be over-

emphasized. Ask athletes to self-identify what causes them

stress and anxiety in competition, while acknowledging that

each athlete is different and unique with their own histories

and triggers. Begin to draft potential wrestling room

challenge scenarios that could benefit your athletes. Try to

identify three to five progressions for each challenge that

would build over time based on an athlete’s positive coping

skills and performance. Look at your periodization plan,

curriculum, and competition schedule to see how these

challenges would best fit without overloading too much stress

on an athlete or the team. This plan may need to be adapted

throughout the season so reflect back regularly.  Once you

have completed your planning phase, brief the athletes on

what to expect in the pressure cooker moment and how each

activity is designed to help them better achieve their goals. 

 Be sure to include that these challenges are just a piece of

practice that will provide feedback on how athletes can

continue to improve and that all athletes will be supported by

their coaches and teammates throughout the whole process.

During your practice room stimulation challenge, coaches should observe the athletes ability to perform the task,

verbal communication, and body language. Debrief each mini-simulation by asking open-ended questions that allow

athletes to lead the conversation such as “Did the pressure impact your performance?” and “What went well and

what could be changed in the future for better performance?”  If an athlete performs poorly in the challenge, help

them identify what went right and where they can improve.  When an athlete performs well, encourage their success

while increasing goals and expectations for next time.   All athletes should remember performance under pressure is

a learned skill, and a privilege.  Just like any technical skill learned in wrestling, learning to handle pressure takes

time, dedicated effort, and commitment. Based on an athletes performance, coaches should adjust future challenges

to support increased mental, physical, and/or social-emotional development.  Athletes who perform skills well while

managing pressure can advance in the challenge progressions, whereas athletes who need more time to develop

their coping skills should remain at the same level.
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3. INSTILL TRUST 4. START SMALL
Practice room challenges that can be physical,

mental, or emotional are intended to simulate

competition pressure and evoke an anxiety

response by inducing stress. Too much stress

too  soon can be inhibitive to growth causing a

decrease in confidence and potentially leading

athletes to drop out of the sport.  Prior to any

simulated competition challenges, ensure your

athletes have the basic skills and

competencies for their experience level.

Consider periodizing challenges by starting

with non-sport specific then advancing to

sport specific tasks and demand centered. 

 Below you will find a chart providing ideas for

creating challenges within your club.

5. REFLECT AND ADJUST 



Short, heavy breathing

Increased heart rate

Poor body language

Head down

Slumped shoulders

Rounded back

Negative self talk

“I suck”

“I am too far behind”

Feeling a loss of control

Irrational risk taking

Negative responses like blaming others or making

excuses

Awareness can be boiled down to two areas:

1. What situations are typical stressors for the athlete?

2. What signals does an athlete’s body send them when

they are beginning to lose focus or become emotionally

charged?

If already incorporating “pressure cooker” situations into

training, (Refer to “Learning to Handle Pressure” article

above) athletes should be well-equipped at identifying

which situations act as triggers for them. When it comes to

an athlete being able to identify when they are beginning

to lose mental or emotional control, coaches should

encourage athletes to incorporate full body scans into

their practices and competitions.

Stress/trigger signals to look for when performing a full
body scan:

Control breathing by using a 4-count in and a 4-

count out

Actively tense and release muscles as a reminder

of the mind-body connection

Adjust body language to a position of strength

Head up

Proud chest

Encourage athletes to incorporate a physical cue

to support a mental reset

Fix a the ponytail

Adjust a kneepad

Tap the mat

Adjust self talk to be positive

”I have done everything right to prepare for

this”

”I trust myself”

”I will control the pace”

In the moment that an athlete identifies a stress

signal from their body, they can perform a physical or

mental reset.that sparks a shift in focus.

Physical Resets

Mental Resets

Each athlete is different so when performing these

scans, athletes can begin to familiarize themselves

with their body’s unique response to stress. With

enough practice, athletes will be able to identify

stressful situations and their body’s response to

those ahead of time--enabling them to act on the

situation before it gets too large to manage.
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Self-Awareness

Reset Tools

Refocusing Skills

Put it into Action

Resetting
Similar to a computer needing to reboot, resetting is a

method for athletes to do a quick mental and emotional scan

so as to refocus and restart after experiencing fear, stress,

anxiety, and errors in competition. Successful steps for

resetting are:

REFOCUSING UNDER PRESSURE & AFTER MISTAKES

Incorporating “pressure cooker” situations into training

helps prepare athletes for the uncontrollables of

competition; however, those intentional situations can

never 100% replicate the emotional and mental duress of a

live setting. Regardless of the preparation, mistakes

happen; it’s a fact of life and sport. The only thing harder

than watching your athlete make a preventable mistake, is

watching them sacrifice the next series of opportunities

while they dwell on the one they already missed. The trick

is to teach athletes how to manage emotions in the

moment, adapt a short-term memory, and ultimately let go

of the mistake in order to focus on the new task at hand.

This is a skill that professional athletes are exceptional at

and often refer to as “resetting."

 SELF-AWARENESS1.

2. PHYSICAL AND MENTAL RESETS



During live action, athletes need to draw upon to their

practiced mental skills training to include awareness

and mental reset tools.

During the 30-second break, coaches can help athletes

refocus by giving them

1 positive glow statement -- for example, what they

are doing well and should continue

1 positive grow statement -- for example, identify an

area of struggle and how they and can make an

adjustment in their match 

Reminding  athletes to slow their breathing to a 4-

count in and a 4-count out while relaxing their body

and adjusting  their self talk.

Wrestlers will make mistakes in practice, individual

matches, and throughout their competition season--all of

which requires refocusing. When athletes make a  mistake

in a competition, it is important for them to be able to

identify what can be controlled in that moment and what

cannot.

Mid-Match Refocusing Skills
Incorporating visualization

With new factors at play, what do the

athletes see as a successful day for

themselves?

Identify 2-3 things that an athlete can adjust

immediately while preparing for their next match

1 technical

1 tactical

1 mental

Identifying adjustments that can not be

controlled immediately and putting them in the

“Parking Lot” to address at the next team

practice.

Mid-Tournament Refocusing Skills
Post match, it is likely that athletes will be

navigating a lot of emotions. It is important to give

the athletes their space and time to cool down and

reflect before recapping the action of the match

with them. Coaches can help athletes refocus by:
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Awareness of their body’s response to stress

Both mental and physical reset tools that work best for them 

Refocusing skills that help them adapt to mistakes with a short term memory

The only way athletes can assure that these skills will work when needed is to practice them! When incorporating

“pressure cooker” situations into team practices, work with your athletes to intentionally drill:

4. PUT IT INTO ACTION

COACHES SEMINAR 1

On February 23rd Wrestle Like a Girl and British Wrestling Association hosted the first 'This Girl Can Wrestle '

Coaches Seminar. During this session, coaches from across the world came together to better learn how to

intentionally recruit and retain female athletes and leaders as well as the importance of adapting traditional in-

person programming to a virtual landscape. Throughout the session this global cohort collaborated and built

tools to recruit, retain, and practice virtually with their female athletes and leaders. All of these tools can be

found in the 'Toolkit '  below. 

CLICK HERE FOR THE COACHES TOOLKIT

3. REFOCUSING SKILLS

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12X-La84jOYz1QodyVXvVCnVv1I34Peup0R3LUShJOVY/edit?usp=sharing


Volunteer Within Your Community: Not only is volunteering a great exercise for team building, it is also an

opportunity to practice leadership in the community.  You could ask the athletes to come up with ideas and to

set up a date on their own. Try to make this a regular practice each year or month for your program.

 
Attend a ‘This Girl Can Wrestle’ Special Event: This month, This Girl Can Wrestle and the BWA will be

hosting a Crossover Sports Panel. Attendees will have the ability to learn from female leaders in sport through

a guided Q&A with sports-related activities. We encourage you and your club to join in!

Promote your Athletes: Use photos of current and former athletes to hang up around your club or post to the

club’s social media accounts. Use the pictures and videos for  story-telling to share your club’s history while

motivating your current athletes to make the “Team Wall.”

CONNECTION CORNER

BRITISH WRESTLING FOUNDATION
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REINFORCING SKILLS
Learning new skills takes time and repetition.  Finding ways to include additional practice of new skills throughout

your training session can help your athletes acquire new skills more quickly over time.  It 's also a great way to shake

up the monotony of practice by using a variety of games, drills, and exercises throughout the season.  Below you 'll

see some ideas on how to include this week 's technique of penetration steps and lines of defense into a practice,

but we encourage you and your athletes to come up with new creative ideas as well!


